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Collective dynamics often play an important role in determining the stability of ground states
for both naturally occurring materials and metamaterials. We studied the temperature dependent
dynamics of antiferromagnetically (AF) ordered superdomains in a model square lattice system using
soft x-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS). We observed an exponential slowing down of
superdomain wall motion below the AF onset temperature, similar to the behavior of typical bulk
antiferromagnets. Using a continuous time random walk model we show that these superdomain
walls fluctuate via low-temperature ballistic and high-temperature diffusive motions.
Naturally occurring systems with dipole-coupled mag-
netic interactions, such as spin ices, exhibit emergent
phases such as quantum spin liquids and novel excita-
tions such as magnetic monopoles [1–3]. Fluctuations
about equilibrium in such systems are inevitable but re-
main incompletely understood; however, low phase tran-
sition temperatures and difficulties in engineering energy
landscapes of atomic systems pose significant challenges
to explorations of the fundamental physics underlying
spin ice behavior. Artificially fabricated lattices mitigate
these problems and have attracted increasing attention as
appropriate model systems for elucidation of frustration,
phase transitions and dynamics [4–7].
Artificial magnetic lattices commonly consist of elon-
gated nanoscale segments of ferromagnetic material
(block-spins) placed on a two-dimensional periodic lat-
tice. The shape anisotropy of the block-spins constrains
their magnetization to lie along their long axis, which
creates a classical analog of Ising spins. We refer to
such systems as ‘artificial spin lattices’ (ASL), a subset
of which are the frequently studied artificial spin ices [8].
In particular, a 2D square ASL is known to undergo a
magnetic phase transition to an antiferromagnetic (AF)
ground state [5, 9–13], whose simple structure serves as
an ideal model system to study equilibrium dynamics in
dipolar-coupled systems. Past studies on thermally ac-
tive square ASL show that large AF domains, commonly
called superdomains [14], form well below the magnetic
transition at Tm [10, 12]. As the temperature approaches
Tm, the system forms contiguous regions consisting of
rapidly fluctuating block-spins coexisting with AF super-
domains. However, these early studies focused on ther-
mal equilibration of and magnetic relaxation to the AF
ground state using imaging methods such as magnetic
force microscopy and x-ray photoemission electron mi-
croscopy, which cannot directly measure the AF order
parameter, and are typically limited by data acquisition
times of a few seconds; these methods therefore cannot
measure fast equilibrium fluctuations.
Here, we report the first direct observation of sponta-
neous AF superdomain wall fluctuations in a 2D square
ASL over a wide range of temperatures using coherent
x-ray diffraction. Coherent x-ray diffraction is a direct
probe of order parameters and collective dynamics. The
diffraction pattern of coherent x-rays from magnetic do-
mains includes a complex interference (speckle) pattern
that is unique to the real-space domain textures. By
tracking time dependent speckle motion, we studied fluc-
tuation of the spatial magnetic textures of square ASL
with milliseconds time resolution, and determined the
time correlation function for the AF superdomain tex-
tures. We find two distinct regimes of domain wall mo-
tion, namely, a low temperature ballistic and a high tem-
perature diffusive type, as the sample goes through its
AF phase transition.
A square permalloy (Ni0.8Fe0.2) lattice with sub-3-nm
thickness was fabricated on a silicon nitride membrane
using e-beam lithography (Fig. 1 (a)). The block-spin
dimensions were 470 nm long and 170 nm wide, with a
lattice constant of a = b = 600 nm. Fig. 1 (b) illustrates
their AF ground state configuration in which the block-
spin moments alternate in both the x- and y- directions.
Coherent x-ray diffraction measurements were performed
at Beamline 23-ID-1 at the National Synchrotron Light
Source II. A 10 µm pinhole was placed in the beam-path,
∼ 6 mm from the sample, to establish essentially perfect
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2FIG. 1. (a) An SEM image of the square ASL sample. The
elongated shape enables the maximum x-ray beam cross sec-
tion with the sample. (b) A sketch illustrating block-spin lat-
tice and antiferromagnetic ordering. (c)-(f) The diffraction
pattern at the CCD detector. (f) shows whole CCD detector
with photon counts in log scale where two dotted box indi-
cate structural and AF Bragg peaks respectively. The solid
line shows a cut used to display the waterfall plot in Fig. 2.
(c)-(e) are zoomed-in images of AF peak for three different
temperatures. (g) The temperature dependence of the in-
tegrated AF Bragg peak intensity and peak width obtained
from a Lorentzian fit.
transverse coherence and longitudinal coherence length
of ∼ 2 um at the sample. The sample was positioned
at a θ = 10◦ glancing angle with respect to the inci-
dent x-ray beam propagation direction to enhance the
in-plane x-ray magnetic cross-section with the [0, 1] axis
in the scattering plane. The detector was centered on
the specularly reflected (zero order) beam. The sample
is fabricated with an elongated shape (∼ 8 µm x 50 µm)
in order to maximize the scattering volume, but it is still
smaller than the x-ray beam footprint so that the x-ray
beam profile overfills the sample. This geometry min-
imizes artifacts from drift in beam or sample positions
due to temperature change. All data were collected with
horizontal σ-polarized incident x-rays. Diffracted pho-
tons were collected as a function of temperature using
a fast CCD detector with a readout rate of 10 Hz and
30 µm x 30 µm pixel size, placed 340 mm from the sam-
ple [15].
In Fig. 1 (f), we show a typical diffraction pattern from
a square ASL on the Fe L3 resonance. Rows of intense
structural Bragg peaks and weaker AF Bragg peaks are
visible at integer q = (H,K) and half-integer (H/2,K/2)
wavevectors respectively around the central (0, 0) specu-
lar (mirror) reflection. The AF Bragg peaks, detectable
only at the Fe L3 resonance around 707 eV [16], provide
a direct measure of the strength and character of the AF
order. Fig. 1 (g) shows the temperature dependence of
the integrated AF peak intensity, proportional to the AF
order parameter, and its peak width during the magnetic
transition. The AF Bragg peak intensity slowly decreases
with increasing temperature and becomes indistinguish-
able from the background noise around Tm ∼ 425 K,
indicating the disappearance of AF order. An observed
increase of the AF peak width signifies the shrinking AF
superdomains with increasing temperature.
The AF Bragg peaks show speckle patterns that arise
due to coherent interference between different AF super-
domains (Fig. 1 (c)-(e)). This pattern directly reflects the
square of the Fourier transform of a superdomain spatial
magnetic texture. The size and shape of speckles depend
on the x-ray energy, sample illuminated area, and the
scattering geometry. However, the number of speckles
and their motion in the AF peaks are the direct indication
of the number of AF superdomains and their movement
[17]. At temperatures far below Tm, only a single speckle
was observed in the AF peaks, consistent with the pres-
ence of only a single AF domain of ground state across
the entire sample. As we increase the temperature, ther-
mal excitations nucleate superdomain walls which split a
single speckle to multiple speckles (Fig. 1 (c)-(e)) [18].
In order to visualize the time evolution of speckle po-
sitions, we show the “waterfall-plot” or kymograph of
speckles in Fig. 2. Waterfall-plots show the speckle inten-
sity measured along a vertical cut through the AF peak
(solid white line in Fig 1 (f)) as a function of time with a
time resolution of 0.1 s. Clearly, a gradual increase of the
fluctuation rate and number of speckles is visible as the
phase transition temperature is approached from below.
This is the direct indication of sample transitioning from
stable, single superdomain state to a highly-fluctuating,
multidomain state. At most temperatures, we observe
repeated spontaneous nucleation and annihilation of su-
perdomain walls. For example, at 345 K, the system
is initially in a single superdomain state that yields a
single speckle. Around t = 15 s, the speckle splits into
two speckles, indicating a creation of a superdomain wall.
Subsequently at t = 16 s, the system decays back to a
single superdomain texture. Such spontaneous behavior
signifies an equilibrium fluctuation, instead of a unidirec-
tional relaxation process.
The speckle time dependence is formally quantified
using the one-time correlation function, g2(q, τ), which
auto-correlates speckle intensities at wavevector q with
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FIG. 2. Water fall plots showing the time evolution of speckle positions. Each horizontal line corresponds to a cut through an
AF peak at some time t (White line in Fig. 1 (f)). Intensities are normalized to maximum intensity at each temperature. See
Fig. 1 (g) for temperature dependence. Spontaneous domain wall fluctuations are observed at all temperatures, but decrease
in number with reduced temperature.
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FIG. 3. (a) Intermediate scattering function |F |2 calculated
for speckle patterns at different temperatures. Solid lines are
CTRM fits to the initial decay. Temperature dependence of
(b) time cost τDW of each step in random walk model and
(c) exponent α. (Inset in (b)) Continuous time random walk
model schematics.
different lag times τ according to
g2(q, τ) =
〈I(q, t)I(q, t+ τ)〉
〈I(q, t)〉2 = 1 + β|F (q, τ)|
2. (1)
Here, I(q, t) is the total intensity of a speckle image at
wavevector q and at time t. The brackets 〈〉 indicate the
time and ensemble average over all speckles with equiv-
alent q values. g2(q, τ) can be rewritten in terms of the
intermediate scattering function |F (q, τ)|2 of the sample,
and speckle contrast β that depends on the x-ray coher-
ence properties, scattering geometry and x-ray penetra-
tion depth [19]. In Fig. 3 (a), we plot the intermediate
scattering function |F (τ)|2 calculated using detector ar-
eas corresponding to a single speckle in the AF peaks.
The plot clearly shows that the decay time decreases with
increasing temperature. Above 385 K , |F (τ)|2 results
in flat lines [20], indicative of the fluctuations becoming
faster than the experimental time resolution defined by
the CCD acquisition rate. We did not observe a clear
q-dependence of the speckle correlation up to 375K, as
the speckle intensity drops sharply with increasing q. In
principle, |F (τ)|2 drops from 1 to 0 upon complete decor-
relation of a speckle pattern. In our case, |F (τ)|2 drop to
a temperature-dependent, finite offset that depends on
the static fraction of AF superdomains.
The dramatic change in the curvature of |F (τ)|2 with
temperature indicates a change in the nature of AF su-
perdomain dynamics. To understand this behavior, we
developed a model in which low-q speckle motion from
domains is mapped to low-q speckle motion of diffuse
particles positioned at the center of mass of superdomain
boundaries [21]. In this approach, we are not sensitive
to small fluctuations of block-spins, but our model suffi-
ciently describes |F (τ)|2 because our signal is dominated
by speckles in low-q regions. Movements of diffuse par-
ticles in dense media are often modeled with continu-
ous time random walk (CTRW) [22–24] where the de-
4correlation of speckles at (q, τ) is the expectation value
of the degree of correlation h weighted by its probability
density function (PDF) PτDW such that
F (q, τ) =
∞∑
N=0
PτDW (τ,N)h (q,N) . (2)
We take PτDW (τ,N) to be a Poisson distribution
(τ/τDW )
N
e−τ/τDW /N ! describing the probability den-
sity of the number of steps N that a particle traveled
in time τ , with variable time cost τDW between each step
(Fig. 3 (b) inset) [25, 26]. When averaged over all do-
mains and traveling directions, one can write h (q,N)
as h (q,N) ∼ exp(− (qRNα)2), assuming a constant dis-
placement R of superdomain boundaries during each step
[23]. Here we used R ∼ 0.8a [27], the center of the PDF of
domain boundary displacement for a single jump, where
a is the lattice parameter of square ASL. The exponent,
α ranges from 0 to 1, and describes the nature of the
particle motion. Two regimes α < 1/2 and α > 1/2
correspond to subdiffusion and hyper-diffusion with two
special cases α = 1 describing unidirectional motion over
the decorrelation time of the system, commonly referred
as ‘ballistic’ motion, and α = 1/2 for Brownian motion.
In Fig. 3 (b), (c), we plot the temperature dependence of
τDW and α obtained by individually fitting F (q, τ) with
Eq. 2 for fixed q where the data was taken. Here, we
concentrate our analysis on the initial decay in F (q, τ)
to understand the relevant block-spin collective dynam-
ics. Our analysis do not eliminate the possible existence
of faster (τ < 0.1 sec) or slower dynamics beyond initial
decay. In Fig. 3 (c), the exponent α starts off close to
0.8 at 335 K and quickly drops to 0.5 as temperature ap-
proaches to Tm. This suggests a dynamic crossover where
the nature of superdomain motion changes from ballistic
to free diffusion. This can be explained considering two
types of domain boundaries: superdomain walls separat-
ing two AF superdomains, or phase boundaries separat-
ing AF superdomains and rapidly fluctuating block-spins.
Consider, for example, an initially AF-ordered ground
state that encompasses the whole sample. When a su-
perdomain wall is spontaneously nucleated in the system,
the system tries to minimize the energy by pushing the
superdomain wall out of the sample. The superdomain
wall travels until it scatters with another wall or reaches
the edge of the sample. Therefore at low temperatures
where only few superdomain walls exist due to large AF
superdomain size, superdomain walls appear to behave
ballistically. On the other hand at high temperatures,
the sample is broken into small AF superdomains sepa-
rated by fast fluctuating regions. In this state, inter-AF
domain correlation drops rapidly. Each AF superdomain
can move independently with no additional energy cost
and therefore the phase boundaries exhibit diffusive mo-
tion.
The characteristic time cost for domain wall motion
τDW increases at low temperatures, and eventually super-
domain walls freeze in at a singularity (Fig. 3 (b)). This
behavior, known as super-Arrhenius is often described
using the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) law:
τDW = τo exp (DTo/ (T − To)) (3)
where To is the freezing-in temperature and D is a mea-
sure of the “fragility” of the system [28, 29]. The smaller
D is, the more the system deviates from a Arrhenius-
type behavior (VFT → Arrhenius as T → ∞). The
VFT equation has a characteristic curvature that reflects
time costs in a domain-dominated system, and therefore
is suitable to describe our system [28, 30]. The decay
time τDW fits well using τo = 0.003(2) s, D = 0.17(6)
and To = 326(2) K (solid line in Fig. 3 (b)), indicating
that the superdomain wall movement exponentially slows
down as T approaches To. Interestingly, even though our
system has a mesoscopic lattice, the value of D obtained
is surprisingly similar to the value found for magnetic
domains of a spiral antiferromagnet (D = 0.14 [29]) [31].
Our fit also shows that τo, the characteristic fluctuation
time as the T → ∞, is rather large, considering values
from previous studies on nanoparticles [32]. This is be-
cause superdomain boundaries must consist of multiple
block-spins to define a finite size AF superdomain. A
collective motion of these block-spins would slow down
the overall domain travel time. A simple model helps to
understand this concept. If we consider a collective mo-
tion of block-spins at domain boundaries, we can write
the VFT equation as
τDW = (τ
′
0 exp (−Eo/T ))Ns , (4)
for T  To. Now τDW describes collective superdomain
wall motion involving N block-spins. In this case, τ ′0 ≈
10−10 s is the attempt frequency for a single block-spin
flip [32]. Ns is the average number of block-spins flips
involved in boundary motion, and Eo is the energy cost
of a single block-spin flip. In this formalism, τDW is well
fit by Ns ∼ 4, which is the number of block-spins involved
in the smallest AF lattice unit cell. Note that this length
scale is consistent with smallest measurable AF domain
size in Fig. 1 (e).
Finally, we would like to compare our random walk
model to a stretched exponential form: F (τ) =
a exp (− (τ/τF)γ) + (1 − a) that is commonly employed
to understand XPCS data for collective phenomenon in
glasses and jammed systems [28–30]. τF and γ are the de-
cay constant and stretched exponent, respectively, while
(1 − a) accounts for the finite, temperature dependent
offset explained earlier. In Fig. 4, we compared the tem-
perature dependence of τF obtained from stretched expo-
nential fits to τDW obtained from the random walk model.
A VFT fit of the form 3 (solid line) found that parameters
D and To from two models are within the error range of
each other, but the ratio of τo from stretched exponential
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FIG. 4. (a) Temperature dependence of decay time τF, com-
pared with τDW. (b) Compressed exponent γ.
fit to the τo from CTRW model ∼ 20, comparable to the
total number of lattice units across the sample. This sug-
gests that τF is related to the total time a superdomain
boundary travels through the sample, taking an average
approximate time, (20 flips · τDW) to move out of the
sample. In addition, the exponent γ decreases from 1.8
at T = 335 K and approaches to γ = 1 as the sample
temperature approaches Tm (Fig. 4 (b)). Our random
walk model gives a natural explanation for γ where a
compressed (γ > 1 ) and a simple (γ = 1) exponential
indicate collective and thermally activated free diffusion
motion of superdomain boundaries respectively.
Our result points towards the existence of a crossover
temperature between Tm and To, at which the AF order
sets in. The sample is no longer phase separated be-
low this temperature, and its dynamics is governed by a
ballistic motion of superdomain walls that exponentially
slows down with decreasing temperature. Our methods
are highly applicable to related studies such as the effect
of disorder, defect, or lattice structure in various type
of artificial lattices. The additional transition governed
by collective motion of domain boundaries likely exists
in other phase separated materials found in nature (e.g.
manganites), which can be explored using coherent x-
rays.
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S1. ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF AF BRAGG PEAK INTENSITY
Fig. S1 shows the energy dependence of the AF Bragg peak intensity. The AF peak appears only at the Fe L3
absorption edge, providing a direct measure of the strength of the AF order.
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FIG. S1. Energy dependence of the AF Bragg peak intensity. A strong resonance at L3 edge and a weak resonance at L2 edge
are clearly visible.
S2. TEMPERATURE HISTORY DEPENDENCE OF AF BRAGG PEAK INTENSITY
Theoretical calculations predict a second-order magnetic transition for square ASL [? ]. However, our experimental
results and those of others consistently indicate a first-order transition with a temperature hysteresis [? ], which can
be attributed finite nature of artificial samples.
Fig. S2 shows the temperature dependence of the AF Bragg peak intensity taken for two separate times as the
sample was warmed at different rate. The magnetic transition temperature is affected by the temperature history of
the sample, consistent with earlier studies [? ]. Temperature hysteresis is often characterized as a property of a first
order phase transition.
FIG. S2. Temperature history dependence of AF Bragg peak intensity. Two data sets (in blue and red) are taken at separate
temperature cycles on the same sample, both taken at increasing temperature.
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2S3. ONE-TIME CORRELATION, g2 FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE DATA SETS
One time correlation, g2, becomes a constant when fluctuation is faster than the experiment’s time resolution. In
our case this corresponds to the data acquisition time of 0.1 s. In the main text, we showed g2 curves with finite
decays up to 375 K. In Fig. S3, we show g2 calculated for higher temperatures (385, 390, 400 K) compared with two
(slow and fast) decays included in Fig.3 (a). Fig. S3 indicates that for all temperatures above 384K, super-domain
wall fluctuation is faster than the data acquisition time.
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FIG. S3. One-time correlation, g2, calculated from speckles in AF Bragg peaks. High temperature data sets produce flat line
due to time resolution of experiment, i.e., speckle fluctuation is faster than fast-CCD camera count time.
S4. CONTINUOUS TIME RANDOM WALK MODEL
The continuous time random walk (CTRW) model is widely used to understand anomalous diffusion in various
materials including electron transport in junctions, nanoparticles in liquid glass formers, and aging in colloidal gel [?
? ? ? ]. It is a generalization of the random walk model where the wait time during each step is randomly sampled
from a distribution. In the main text, we applied the CTRW model to understand the movement of superdomain
boundaries. In this section, we map the lowest mode of the AF superdomain fluctuation into the motion of a diffuse
particle positioned at the center of mass of the AF superdomain boundary, allowing us to use CTRW to understand
its dynamics. In this formalism, the wait time during each step of the random walk is directly related to the energetic
distribution of the dipole-interacting background.
A. Fourier expansion of AF domain boundary
FIG. S4. Transformation of a boundary to a string separated ro from x-axis.
Consider an AF super-domain as in Fig. S4. We consider the domain fluctuation in momentum space and therefore
its Fourier expansion terms. Domain fluctuation is defined by domain boundary movement. Fourier expansion of
the boundary r (θ) is equivalent to Fourier expansion of a string at y = f(x) with periodic boundary conditions of
periodicity 2pi as follows:
r (θ) = f (x) cosx|x=θ iˆ + f (x) sinx|x=θ jˆ. (S1)
3Generically, the Fourier expansion of a function f(x) is given by
f (x) =
1
2
ao +
∞∑
n=1
an cosnx+
∞∑
n=1
bn sinnx. (S2)
In our case, the lowest mode
1
2
· ao = 1
2
· 1
pi
∫ pi
−pi
f (x) dx (S3)
represents a circle with radius ro, at the center of mass (COM) of r (θ).
B. Distribution of superdomains
FIG. S5. Density distribution of AF super-domains. ri represents position of domains at COM of domain boundaries. fi
represents a function describing the shape of domain.
A single domain at position ri with shape fi can be written as a convolution of δ(ri) ~ fi, where δ(ri) is a delta
function positioned at ri. We consider the Fourier expansion of the superdomain distribution ρ as in S5. The Fourier
transform of ρ for small q is given as the following:
F [ρ ({δ(ri)~ fi})] = F
[
ρ
(
{δ(ri)~ (1
2
ao +
∞∑
n=1
an cosnx+
∞∑
n=1
bn sinnx)i}
)]
∼ F
[
ρ
(
{δ(ri)~ 1
2
ao,i}
)]
= F
[
ρ
({δ(ri)~ ro|i})]
(S4)
where {} represents a set including all superdomains in the sample with individual elements i. The last step uses the
result from section A, where the lowest mode of the Fourier expansion is a circle, ro|i , of radius ro for each domain
i. We can approximate ro|i as average domain size ξ and write
F
[
ρ
({δ(ri)~ ro|i})]
= F
[
ρ
({δ(ri)~ ξ})]
= F
[
ρ ({δ(ri)})~ ξ
]
= F [ρ ({δ(ri)})] ·F
[
ξ
]
.
(S5)
The first term in multiplication is Fourier transform of diffuse particles positioned at the COM of the AF superdomain
boundaries. The second term is the AF Bragg peak envelope. Therefore, speckle pattern at low-q region can be
approximated to those from diffuse particle distributions.
4FIG. S6. (a) Image of superdomain boundaries in a 100 µm x 100 µm square ASL sample obtained by x-ray photoemission
electron microscopy. Two types of domain boundaries are highlighted with transparent orange lines: one separating two AF
susperdomains (AF), and two separating AF superdomains and a fast-fluctuating region (P). Image was taken on our own
sample fabricated with the same condition and lattice parameters except for the pattern size. Data were taken at beamline
11.0.1 of the Advanced Light Source with accumulation time of approximately 30 seconds. (b)(c) Two types of superdomain
boundaries: vertical and diagonal. When all the block-spins in the boundary moves in one direction, this is equivalent to 1D
spin chain in (c). (d) Probability distribution function for single step displacement of 1D superdomain wall
S5. DISPLACEMENT R OF SUPERDOMAIN BOUNDARIES DURING EACH STEP USED IN CTRW
MODEL
We approximated the value of R under the following assumptions. Assumption 1: Superdomain walls like to
form in a smooth string-like manner, in order to minimize the sample’s global energy. This behavior is observed for
superdomain walls with slow dynamics using x-ray photoemission electron microscopy S6 (a). Assumption 2: During
each random walk step, the superdomain walls prefer to move to the lower or equal energy state. Any local buckling
of the superdomain wall creates an extra energy cost. A simultaneous shift of all block-spins in the superdomain
wall produce the same energy for a large sample. Assumption 3: Because of the elongated shape of the sample,
superdomain walls are likely to travel along the long-axis of the sample since it costs less energy. Note that local fast
fluctuations can create superdomain walls that do not follow these assumptions. However, these fluctuation exceed
our time resolution or the q-range.
Using the assumptions above, we consider a single-step translation of domain walls in the CTRW model in both
vertical and diagonal direction as in Fig. S6 (b), (c). These two cases include the shortest and longest displacement
of the superdomain walls. For simplicity, we consider one dimensional case with two boundaries as in (d). Then,
the probability distribution for possible displacement is plotted in (d), with expectation value of R = 0.8a, where
a = 600 nm is square ASL lattice parameter. We used R = 0.8a to fit exponent α in Fig.3 (e), but using any R in the
distribution fits well inside the error bars. Errors mainly come from the q-range used to calculate F (q, τ). Finally,
when our assumption fails, the value of R can certainly change. However, a change in R only results to a slight change
in the the slope of α, but does not affect our conclusion concerning superdomain wall behavior.
